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3e Restoration works to create a connection in

Dallas, Texas!
________________________________________________________

Is it True that Everything is Bigger in Texas? 

What about the number of our Friends in Need?

Although it appears things are getting better in Dallas, thanks to the work of great

organizations like CitySquare, the Dallas Morning News tells us, "Though

Dallas homelessness has been steadily decreasing for years, 2015 marked an

uptick in chronic homelessness. And, Dallas has not met its goal of ending veteran

homelessness this year." 
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3e Restoration, who has a track record of working closely with the least, lost, left-out

and lonely, has joined the fight in Dallas, Texas to partner with faith communities to

encourage, equip, and empower them to walk in relationship with "Friends/Families

in Need."  Our mission is to help our "Friends/Families in Need" transition from

homelessness/extreme poverty to holistic-sufficiency through community and God's

sufficiency.  We had the privilege of equipping and empowering the Storyline

Christian Community utilizing our 3e relational framework and curriculum to walk

with those experiencing homelessness, including those that are considered chronic

and most vulnerable.  Twenty-two people participated in the training and here is

what a few of them had to say...

________________________________________________________

The 3e Training Lab gave my faith community some very practical and

accessible lenses through which to view our relationships with friends in

need. Our community has struggled for several years to know how best

to walk alongside of friends in need toward wholeness; we have

constantly found ourselves getting stuck along the way. 3e Restoration

brought encouragement to remain faithful in the face of discouragement,

as well as hope that God would use the frameworks and tools that were

offered in the training to see breakthrough in the lives of our

downtrodden friends who we love very much. The mantra of the 3e

Training Lab is a turn of phrase attributed to Mother Teresa, well-known

for her lifelong ministry among and with the poor: "We are not called to

be successful; we are called to be faithful." 3e Restoration does not

claim to offer the only way to empower friends in need - just a faithful

way. And that is exactly what we needed. 

Charles Kiser, 

Pastor of Storyline Christian Community, Dallas Texas

_______________________________________

My wife Becky and I were blessed to participate in the 3e Restoration lab

at hosted by Storyline Christian Community on January 30-31. The

training focused on equipping Servant Leader Coordinators in churches

to help the poor, broken, homeless, addicted people of our country.  We

learned that "housing" the poor is only a beginning and that "healing" is

a process.  The highlight was 3e's"Permission Rectangle."  This tool

provides four simple questions to help the poor make their own

decisions. Inside the Rectangle is the simple question "Is it?"  The words
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on the four sides complete the question:  Is it . . . Helpful? Beneficial?

Wise? Praiseworthy?  Ultimately the poor and broken of our society must

wisely make their own decisions as they learn to walk in the Spirit of

God!  This is real - not cosmetic - transformation!  Thanks, 3e

Restoration, for a model of transformation that is rooted in principles of

the kingdom of God!

Dr. Gailyn Van Rheenen

_________________________________________________________

Through this highly relational experience, the love of God is not only proclaimed but

demonstrated through tangible acts of mercy and compassion by simply being

friends who practice gracious hospitality, relentlessly holding on to hope, modeling

compassion, listening deeply and simply offering help as needed--no matter the

need--as a genuine friend, while modeling the love of God.

We are thankful for those who participated and for Storyline's partnership, and look

forward to working with them in Dallas, Texas.  May God's people find a place to call

home.

We praise God for what He is doing.
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